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Absttact

School Sex Education b nowadEs an inportanÍ public health ìrrue ar iÍ concernt not onlyyuth AIDS preuention (and other uxuallt

tranrmitted infectionr) and adolercent pregftanry Preaenïion but aln interperronal relatìonshìpr and pychotocìal isuet. Therefore rchool

rcx educalìon contibuíer Í0 prznlíe better ciriTgnthìP. The EarEean FP6 Biohead-CitiTgn rercarch projecr aim lo undercIand Ìsow

bìolog, health and enuironmenlal edacatìon can contribute to inprouing cìtìrynthìp. It ana!rcs rlse wrial reprercnlations and practìcet of

leacherc in rcuera/ counties, focuvng on theìr dffirencet and artociatìng then Ío conírol/ed pararzeterc (e.g. socìa/ conlexí, religìon,

gender). In tht communìcaïìon we analtse dala concemìngteachen'andfutare teachert'conceptìonr on the Íopic of nx edacation dciued

íro* o que$ìonnaìre thal wu consíracíed and teüed duing the fr$ yar of the project. The que$ionnaire wat corzpleted bJ 6001

teachers and future teacherc from í 5 countiet. ll/e usd. $aÍistìcal multìuarìaÍe anafiut, a rueÍhod that lta becone $andard for
ìnuestzgaÍingcomplex data deriuedfron rlla.nJ ìndìuidualt íhaí neeú to be ana!rcd accordìngto rila.nJ uarìablu (here we haue usd the

rerpznrer ïo ïhe que$iow a: uariabks). The reulfi tltop that thefactorc íhal corelate no$ chse! wiílt the teacherc'andfuíure teachert'

concepÍiou are religìon, the leuel of belief in Cod and the huel of religiout practicet. Ií wat ahofound that the leuel of teachìng (prinary

uertu tecondary uhool) h alto correlated pith dfferení conceptiou on sex education. Detailed rewlt wìll be prennted and divured.

Introduction

This study is included rn the Biohead-Ciüen research project < Biology, Health and Environmental
Education for better Ciuzenshrp, FP6, CIT2-CT2004-506015, Carvalho et aL.2004). Víe will present here the

results coming ftom 15 countries on the reproductive health education /sexuality education [RHE/SE].

Our obfective is ftstly to identify the teachers' conception variation, in each country and between countries.

Are these cooceptions linked with knowledge, with beüeves, philosophical orf and poliucal issues? What is the role

of local and social practices in each country? How are the interactions between "knowledge", "values" and "social
practices" (Clément, 2004)? In fine, what are the in service teachers or pre-service teachers' conceptions on
RHE/SE and on the impact of RHE/SE would be promote bettet ciúensh,rp. We aim to burld trairung
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pÍogrammes on teachers' knowledge of and attitude towards reproductive health education /sexualiry education

IRHE/sEl

Rationale

Sex education, sometimes called sexuality education or sex and relationships education, is the process of
acquuing information and forming attitudes and beliefs about sex, sexual identity, relationships and intimacy. It is

also about developing young people's skills so that they make informed choices about their behaviour, and feel

confident and competent about acting on these choices. It is widely accepted that young people have a right to sex

educalion, partly because it is a means by which they are helped to protect themselves against abuse, exploitation,

unintended pÍegnancies, sexually transmitted diseases and HIV/AIDS CWT{O, 1999).

Human sexuaüty is not enclosing rn the l-ife transmission and includes four important dimensions:

r Anatoml and biology with sex physiology, procreati.on and survival mankind

o Social dimension with cultural influence, social norms and rules and theirs poütical, jutidical and

reügious incìdences

r Psychological dimension with gender issue, the personal-ity's construction and self esteem.

r Âffective and relational dimension with feelings Qove, desire), points of vue and emotions...

Sexuaüry pÍesents a multidimensional aspect and concern deeply humans rn the interweaving between

sexualiry, social influences, cognitive and affective development. So sexuaüty can be reduce in a dichotomy

biology/psychology and involve in same time psycho-affective and biologrcal maturation and social learning.

Sexualiry education seeks both to reduce the risks of potentially negative outcomes from sexual behaviour like

unwanted or unplanned pregnancies and infection with sexually transmitted diseases, and to enhance the qualiry of
relationships. It is also about developing young people's ability to make decisions over their enúe lifetime. Sex

education that works, by which v/e mean that it is effective is sexualily education that contributes to this overall aim.

Although most interventions on Sex education concern teenagers (see ref in l(uby, 2002) or young adults

(Ergene and a1.,2005), the \X/HO texts insist on the necessiry for implementrng eady sexuaüty education, particulady
in primary schools CVHO, 1999;2004a). Many authors undetline the importance of the educational dimension of
this: "the action must be integrated into a global üfe-education stÍategy; the way it is spoken of must be adapted to
the situation, the parents' involvement, as they are the hrst resource for the chìldren, must be as great as possible,
and the educators must come from different fields" (AFLS, 1993).

It is necessary, in order to go beyond a prescriptive approach, and adopt a decidedly educational perspective,
to implement a learner-centred approach (Develay, 1,993), taking into account the children's peculiarities,
expectations, needs, and also their own Íepresentations (Fischer, 2001). In this v/ay, taking into account pupils'
representations is an important part of the learning process. The interest of taking them rnto account in an

HIV/AIDS or sex education programme for ch.ildren under twelve has already been undedined @assler and al.,

1989; Ferron and al., 1989; Thomas, 1991; Sly and al., l992;Schaalma, I{ok and Peters, 1993; Shonfeld and al.,

1993; Iftlly, 1995; !7HO, 1999 ;2004a;2004b).

The model on which these propositions was based assumes that learners build knowledge ftom their own
üves. They learn through theu mental representations, which depend on each person's social and biologrcal
experience, and individual disposition. Learning is a highly active mental process which works in an integrative
mode in the conflict berween what the learner has in his mrnd and what he can find and understand through his

conceptions about his envi-ronment. When a Iearner makes a new model, all his mental models must be rebuilt in an

interaction belween the pre-existent representation and outside information (Giordan, 2000). Sex education requires
the teacher to take into account the pupils' representations and to help them burld other more relevant ones.
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Moreover, the child's environment must be taken into accouot in the programme as children's representations are

not only based on what they learn at school, but also on all the otheÍ aspects of a child's üfe (Downie, Tannahill and

Tannahill, 1996).

Representations are to be taken as cohetent models used by leatners and teachers to Íeasoo when faced with

a problematic situation f odelet, 1,991.; Fart, 1997; I(hazmi & Berger, 2008; Berger, 2009). The building of these is

rather complex and depends on values and beliefs shated by a social group and which give rise to a common

outlook manifest during social interactions. As these representations ate linked to the subject's emotional responses,

the cultural and social group he belongs to, and constitute a decisive element in his relationship with the world, they

are resistant to change. Representations are closely linked to behaviour (Abtic, 1997) and they could be considered

as being a good taÍget, as rt is well known that knowledge is easy to change, but behaviours are much more

challengrng. Thus if a study aiming at impacting these representations is to be relevant, it has not only to target the

transmission of koowledge, but also to take into account the social and cultural aspects of the chjldren's and

teacher's daily environment Q)oise and Mugny, 1997).

Most researches are quasi-experimental designs. This method is of great evidentiary valve but, due to its
peculiarities, sex education also needs other designs (Victoda and al. 2004). In ouÍ context using the conÚolled

randomized trial as a method for assessing the effects of the social representations is really diffrcult. The impact of
representations means that using a control group is delusive, and that randomisation is tdcky (Iones and Tilfotd,

2001). This is marnly because causal chains rn public health interventions are very complex. Although such an

approach has its limits, several authors conclude that they are in favour of new research on teachers' representation

being set up, aiming at determining exactly what content and what tools would be most suitable (Daroch J. & al.,

1989 ; Heymans, 1993 ). Associating muitidiscrplinary partners in the drawing up and the implementation of the

researches' progÍammes makes it possible to better understand the interactions between teachers' representations

and social issues @eüeves, knowledge and practices) Q4artinand, 2003; Clément, 2005). If these interactions were

not considered, they would be confounding factors.

Methods

The questionnaire was elaborated rn the Biohead-Citrzen Project in a common work with all the research

teams and translated in national language (vaüdate by retro-translation). It was pre-tested before implementation in
each country. 15 countries (12 of the Biohead-Ciúen project) gìve us data on RHE/SE. SLx are outside Europe and

widely (Á,lgeria, Tunisia, NÍorocco, Senegal) or in large part (Lebanon, Burkina Faso) muslin. Herght countties are

Europeans members (Portugal, France, Italy, Frnland, Cyprus, Estonia, Hungry and Romania) and resent different
characteristics: north and south, east and west Europe, catholic, protestant oÍ oÍthodox culture. In each country, we

have data coming from pre @RE) and in (IN) service teachers tr primary school (P) and in secoodary schools in
biology (B) and national language G) t" 6 balanced data groups.

The corpus include responses from 6001 questionnaires: Algeria (AL,217), Burkina-Faso @F,296),Bnztl
(BR, 300), Cyprus (CY,322), Estonia (ES, 183), Fmland (FI,306), France (FR,732), Hungry ftIU,334),Italy (IT,
559), Lebanori O8,722),Morocco (À44,330), Porrugal (PT,350), Romania (RO,273), Senegal (SN,324),Tunisia
(fN,753).

Questionnafue

In the Biohead corpus, ourwork concerns only Sex education and 35 questions (42,,A'9, A21.,A 30,,{31,
436, 441, A 46, A5l to 460, 465, .A'85 to 490, 83, 85, 811, 813, 817 to 819,824,830 to 832, andB37 toB41).

Few questions are on values (e.g. 44L: "Homosexual couples should have the same rights as heterosexual

couples"), on biologrcal knowledge (e.g. < 817: After ovulation, the follicle changes into colpus luteum which
produces high levels of progesterone and estrogens)". More are on teaching practices, values and knowledge (e.g.
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B19: Psychological and social aspects of sex education should be taught primardy by biology teachers). Questions
457 to 459 and 465 are about abortion. Responses are coding from 1 "In this case, abortion is morally acceptable"

to 4 "In this case, abortion is morally unacceptable" and in Â 65 "Abortion is acceptable" , from 1 "neveÍ" to 5 "
at any moment".

Question A 60: "There are several behaviours that can help to decrease the spreading of AIDS wodd-vdde. In

your view, what is the behaviour you find most relevant to be considered in school sexual education? ", is coded

from 1 "To have sex only within a stable relationship (not have several sexual partners)" to 4 "To have safer sex, for
lnstance by ustng a condom in sexual iltercourse".

The questions A85 to 490 and P37 to 841 are on the age teacheÍs think the following topics should be íust

introduced at school by teachers atrdfor external specialists. Responses are coded from 1 "less úan 6 years old" to 5

"nevef in schooi".

Responses' Analysis

Our hypothesis is that teachers' personal values influence theiÍ conceptions on HRE/SE. These cooceptions

may be linked to the school discipLlnary @iology or national language), to the teaching level (pti-ury or secondary

level), to the training (in service or pre service). But the vatiables linked to country's context, religion or gendet, ate

determrning. What may most diffetentiate the conceptions of individuals with varying religrons, specialities oÍ any

otheÍ feature? In fact, how to highüght the link between conceptions telated to scientific knowledge or educative

system in one hand and the teacher's personal, social and cultutal background, namely theit values on the other

hand?

Multivariate analysis allows representing the moÍe stÍucturing components of individuals. These components

state better individual's variance. Staristical multivariate analysis has become a standard to investigate complex data

featuring the behaviour of many individuals, according to many variables (Lebart et al., 1995). Here variables are

questions in a questionnaire for which we gathered ansu/ers. To analyse the HRE/ SE and teaching practices data,

we use prrncipal component analysis (?CA, Lebart et aI., 1995). Variables are coding as numbers. We have done a

discnmmatrng analysis (Between group analysis, Dolédec & Chessel, 1987) in complement of PCA to show

differences between groups' conceptions (country context, religion, faith and gender). We use instrumental variables

in responses' structuÍes as disciplinary P, B, L), trarnrng (In or Pre service) and countries.

Results

In this results' presentation, we have chosen to don't show calculation, just graphics which are more expücit.

We present the first results and just few variables. We don't propose an exhaustive study, just a skimming oveÍ to
explore the new research Freld founded by Biohead-Ciúen Project.

Global approach

The schema shows us three disrinct groups of variables. The gtoup of questions (A) contnbutes stÍoogly to

axe 1 and illustÍate that teachers think it is not possible to teach the social components of sexuaüty education to

young pupils. Moreover they don't agïee to teach in school before 15 years old contents as homosexuaüty,

paedophilia, pleasure organs, abortion, incest and sex violence, orgasm and pleasure, eroticism and pornography

(485 to 490 and B3l to 841). Netherless, pupils fouod all these topics in theu daily life wrth their peers, in the

streets or in the media (press, radio, TV...).

There is another inteÍesting correlation. We found a group @) composed by questions about possibüty of
abortion (,\57 to 59); the respondents who don't agree with abortion think also that vromen have not the same

nghts then men (42), that it's not impoÍtant to have same number women deputìes than men (Á,30) and that

i 2s4
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womeÍì, biologrcally, have not same intelligence than men (421). For them, Homosexual couples must oot have the

same rights then other couples. . . And they úink also, it's rhehazard vrho determines the sex of a baby (830).

The group (C) of questions is deírning the same obüque axis as the group @), with iust opposite positions:

it's possible to try to choose baby sex by specific diet or medically assisted techniques (831, 832) and who agree

with the idea that abortion would be acceptable at any dme (465); a man can be as sensitive and emotional as

u/omen (,{46) and there is no biologrcal Íeason which would justify inequaüry between men and'ü/omen (46, 436,

Â46). Finally the question related to safer sex (as a behaviour most relevant to be considered in school sexuaüty

education) is included in this group (C) of quesuons.

global correlation circle

Training issue

The analysis (figrue 2) shows us a difference between training. A PCA has been done to differentiate the six

"groups of teaching" controlled in our sampüng design (pre or in service, prrnary or secondary level, biology or

letters. In fact Biology teachers (in service or pre service) have conceptions more based on knowledge and on the

conviction that they can teach the whole dimensions of sexuaüry education (Q Â31,85,818 81,7,822,B.3824,
830). They thrnk that they have to teach biological aspects of sexuaüty (human reproduction and ISD) and say that

they are able o speak wiú their pupils about emotion, feelings, pleasure but they have úe same difficulties as the

others with In relation with the others groups, we found a clear differeoce between in service and pte service

teachets in particular for primary teachers. The in service primary teachers are in difÍiculty rn front of the content of
sexuality education especially with social and affective issues like homosexuaüty, abortion, contraception, pleasure

oÍgans, paedophüa, safer sex (Questions : Â 85 to Â90, A 60) for example their conception is based on a false

knowledge about the homosexuaüty ongrn (Question: 811).

NI 255
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Figure 1: Principal component analysis (PCA),
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The pre service pnmary teachers are in opposition with in service pnmary teachers and agree vrith safer sex,

abortion, homosexual nghts... and prefer teach these contents eady in the curriculum.

Figure 2 : teachers' statute variable

There is an effect of age in the teachers' conceptions. Inside the three thematic gÍoups (pnmary, secondary
biology and secondary letters), older teachers (in service; mean age = 40 years old) are always on the upper pârt of
the axis 2 and the youÍìger teachers (pre sen ice; mean age = 23 yearc old) are in the lower position (FrguÍe 3).

The reìigious impact

Figure 3: religion disribution (MCA)

The four categories (AGN, agnosric, atheist, without
religion; MUS, moslem [Sunnite, chiite, druze, alevr]; ELS,
other religions or believes fiewish, hinduist, animist...]; CHR,

[cathoüc, protestant, orthodox]). We have two poles on an

axe with in one hand Moslem and in the other hand
Agnostic. In the middle part, we found others religions and

Chrisrians. With a similar process; we have crossed religion
and teachers' conceptions (cf. íg1).

There is a strong correlation between religion and

teachers' conceptions. Agnostics and atheists agree with the
idea that abortion would be acceptable at any time (465).
They think also that 

^ 
man can be as sensitive and emotional

as v/omen (446) and there is no biological reason to inequality between men and women (46, A3ó,446).

For them, safer sex is the behaviour they hnd most relevant to be considered in school sexuaüty education.
They agree with rights' eguaüty between men and v/omen and homosexual couples. Ât the opposite we find
N{oslem. This statement needs to be qualified. So, we crossed this data with God's believe levels.
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Crossing the data with God's believe levels.

In this question,the responses are coded from 1 "most important" to 5 "I
a PCA whrch illustrate that the level of farth rs an important vadable more

Figure 4: relative conribution of main factors (faith's level)

don't believe in God". To do that, $/e use

than religion's membership €ig 4).

Eigenvalues

I

Figure5: Between groups analysis, faith's distribution

The variable "faith" contributes heavü to axe 1 as also shown by this graph

There is a great difference between those who have a high level in faith (1) and all the others Q,3, 4 and 5).
!7e note a small scale progression between 2 to 5 alotg axe 1. Âll the data are cleaÃy oriented in two blocks. Those
who believe deeply in God are positioned on conservative point of view about men and women equality about
women rights and homosexual rights, They don't agree with abortion and they think that it is not to school to teach
social content in sexualiry education. In the opposite, more the teachers don't believe in god more they agree with
sociai contents of SE and think that men and women are equal, more they agree with v/omen rights an homosexual
rights. They think also it's possible to teach social contents as paedophilia, homosexuality, incest and violence,
sexual intercoulses . . . pÍegnancy and btrth and they agree abortio n 

^t ^Íty 
momeot.

it is aiso interesting to cÍoss these data (faith level) with reLigron. In fact the resuìts show us that faith'level is
the most important factor which impact on teachers' conceptions. Christians with hrgh faith's level have same kind
of responses to the questionnaires than Moslem with same level.
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Conclusions and Implications

The rmplementation of early educational actjons on health risk behaviours (e.g. nutrition, drugs abuse and

sexually transmitted infections) can answeÍ more effectiveiy to the strong social demand, which has also been taken
constantly by the politrcal sectoÍ for many years in order to answeÍ to major societal needs (Iü{FIO,2001). Since the
efltcacy of the preventive policies is largely dependent of the ciúens' adhesion to them, Health Education and
Sexuality education lurned out to be a rather important social issue. Although berng a school mission, heaith
authorities have reinforced the rdea that Sexualiry Education should be carried out in partnership with other social
organisations involved in Health Education, in particular local organisms of the Health sector IVHO,2006).

To srudy the effects of the context components and to identi$r the elements that interact with the sexuality
learning domain has been a rather difficult task due to the lack of adequate instruments of research. It is in this held

of educational determinants of the person's stÍuctuÍation (especially his/her self-esteem) and his/het abdrty to
communicate, that educational actions must be taken, contributing in particular to the development of the
psychosocial competencies. This involves moving beyond practices that rely mainly on classtoom-based sexuaüty

education models, to â more comprehensive, integrated approach that focuses both on cbild-youth attitudes and

behaviours, and their environment. Sexuaüty is regarded as an important deteÍminant of the personal development
and welibeing.

These results must be considered with prudence. Deep analysis must be done to highlight precisely the
variances between groups and their links with social representations and urdividuals' conceptions.Forever, we have

found that rndrrtduals'conceptrons have a great incidence on teachers'social representations and on theú practices.

Recent publications (St Léger, 1998; Lister-Sharp et at. 1999; INSERM,2001; IVHO 200ó) have shown that certain
pedagogrcal activities have some positive effect, others no effect atalland yet other ones have a negative effect. This
negative impact cao be due not only to the quanutative increase of pupils' risk behaviours but also to the
intensiÍication of pupils'uneasy feeLing or of their perception of a teosion between their social/family üfe expetience
and the school prescriptions. So the teacher's conceptions are teally impoÍtaot especially in prevention to promote
health and sexual health. Sexuaüty Education is determined directly by both the teaching pedagogrcal practices and
the social context (Allensworth and Kolbe, 1987; Gold, 1994) especialiy in skills developments.

To be effective, sexual-ity education needs to include opporrunities for young people to develop skiÌls, only
having information is not sufÍicient. The krnds of skiìls young people develop as part of sexuaüty education are

Linked to more general life-skjlls. Betng able to communicate, listen, negotiate, ask for and idenrfy sources of help
and advice, are useful life-skilis and can be applied in terms of sexual relationships. E,ffective sexuaÌiry education
develops young people's skjlls in negotiation, decision-making, assertion and üstening. Other important skjlls include
being able to recognise pressuÍes ftom other people and to resist them, deal wrth and challenge prejudice, seek help
from adults - including paÍents, carers and professionals - through the families, community and health services.
Sexuaüry education also helps young people to be able to differentiate between accuÍate and inaccurate iaformation,
discuss a r^nge of moral and social issues and perspectives on sex and sexuaìity, including different culrural attirudes
and sensitive issues like sexuality, abortion and contraception.

The íust prevention level is to be in capacities to access to infotmation CX,T-IO). Sexual health education
involves a combination of educational experì.ences that allows individuals to do the following:

r to acquire knowledge that is relevant to their specific sexual health issues;
r to develop the motivation and personal insight that they vrill need to act on the knowledge;
. to acquiÍe the skills necessary to enhance sexual health and avoid negative sexual health outcomes;
r and to help cÍeate an environment that is conducive to sexual health.

Research consistently shows that positive sexual health outcomes aÍe most likely to occur when sexual health
education integrates knowledge, motivation and skill-building opportunities and occuÍs in an environment
conducive to sexual heaÌth. Schooi-based sexual-ity education is an important and effective way of enhancing young
people's knowledge, attitudes and behaviour (iCrby, 2001., 1.992). There is widespread agreement that formal
education should include sexuality education and what works has been well-researched. Evidence researches
suggests that effective school progÍammes will include the following elements:
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A focus on scientific information about human reproduction , pronding accurate information about

contraception and birth conttol;

A basis in theories which explain what influences people's sexual choices and behaviour and gender

issue

A cÌear, and continuously reinforced message about sexual behaviour and risk reduction;

Working on psychosocial abiïties, self esteem,dealing with peer and other social PressuÍes on young

p.op1.;-pro.riding opportunities to practise communication, negotiation and assertjon skills;

o Uses a vartety of approaches to teaching and learning that involve and engage young people and help

them to personalise the information;
r Uses approaches to teaching and learning vrhich are appropriate to young people's age, experience

and cultural background.

Formal programmes with these elements have been shown to increase young people's levels of knowledge

about sex urrd ie*oality, decrease risk when they do have sex . All the elements are important and inter-related, and

sexuality education needs to be supported by links to sexual health services, otherwise it is not going to be- so

effective. It also takes ioto account-ih. -.rrug.s about sexual values and behaviour youog people get from otheÍ

souÍces, like friends and the media. It is also responsive to the needs of the young people themselves - whether they

ur. grrl5 or boys, on their own or in a single sãx or mixed sex group, and what they know abeady, their age and

experiences.

Therefore the great challenge we have done w'ith this study, is to idenufy better not only the nature of the

teaching practices buf aho the tãachers' conceptions, especially il sexuaüty education and their !.nks with the

pru.ti.ã.'When reacher's have a hrgh level in believes in God, they don't agÍee to men and \I/omen equality,
'ho-or.*rrul 

rights, abortion and .uf.ise*. They don't agÍee to teach social component of sexual-ity education before

15 years old. 
-Or, 

the eady access to informatjon is the best way to Prevent sexual violence, sexual transmitted

diseases, and to pÍomote sexual heaÌth and more largely health education. Providing effective sexual-iry education

can seem daunring because it means tackling potentially sensilive issues. However, because sex education comprises

many individ.,al ì.drriu.r, which take plu.e ã.torr a wide range of settings and periods of time, there are lots of

oppárronities to contribute. School-based education pÍogrammes are particulady good at proúding information and

opportrr,'iti., for skjlls development and attjrude clarifrcation in more formal ways, through lessons within a

coiri.rlum. So it's very important to Public Health, especially to pÍevent AIDS and sexual ttansmitted diseases and

sexual violence to vrell know the obstacles to sexualily education's implementation.
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